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As a public health professional for more than 20 years, Michele Samarya-Timm knows well the assumptions most
Americans make about the nation’s food supply.
“Food is one of those things consumers take for granted; everybody is assuming it’s protected or they are presuming
it’s somebody else’s job and realm,” said Samarya-Timm, who completed the Center for Homeland Defense and
Security master’s degree program in March 2013. “In Homeland Security it’s not someone else’s realm because we
all eat.”
Download the paper: “Defending the Food Supply: The Basic Recipe”
Samarya-Timm was published in the Domestic Preparedness Journal in June 2013 with an article titled “Defending
the Food Supply: The Basic Recipe” and is finalizing her thesis on the same topic. She identified the issue while a
CHDS student.
1) While much of food defense is aimed at agricultural producers and food processors, Samarya-Timm finds that the
less focused upon threat is at the retail level. And, she draws a distinction between naturally occurring
contamination as opposed to targeted and intentional acts.
Her article points to research suggesting that almost 98 percent of intentional food contamination occurs
downstream in the food supply chain at the retail level, the workplace, and even in homes. Most of those acts tend to
be disgruntled employees that do not rise to the level of terrorist act, but Samarya-Timm believes those cases are
the examples that make food protection tangible to people so that the broader homeland security perspective may
be appreciated by the public.
Though it is not always an immediate issue, confidence in the food supply and the resulting economic impacts
become sources of concern as consumers react. Unlike regulations related to agriculture and food processing, the
retail sector safeguards its servings from intentional contamination through voluntary compliance.
“There is nothing in the United States that requires these safeguards to be implemented; it’s an unfunded mandate,”
Samarya-Timm said.
She uses a formula to illustrate her point: Food Safety + Food Defense = Food Protection.
Food protection begins at the local level and the key to addressing the issue is actively implementing the Voluntary
National Retail Food Regulatory Program Standards in a way that clearly communicates but is not overly onerous.
And, similar to many other homeland security related topics, cooperation is needed among local, state, federal and
private-sector partners. Among the common measures she cites are locking stored food, disallowing unauthorized
people in kitchen areas and, a somewhat familiar piece of advice, “See something, say something.”
The measures she calls for are simple, but in the realm of food protection the stakes are high.
Samarya-Timm cites two recent examples. In 2009 more than 40 people in Kansas became ill after disgruntled
restaurant employees intentionally contaminated salsa with a pesticide. And, earlier this year, 23 school children in
India died after eating a lunch contaminated with a pesticide, though it was unknown if the contamination was
inadvertent or intentional.
2) The national security concern is evident, Samarya-Timm notes, because terrorists and others wishing to do harm
are watching for vulnerabilities and opportunities. All the while, the public health infrastructure at the state, and
moreso at the local level, is dwindling, reducing the government’s ability to prevent, protect and respond.
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“You have less folks doing food protection work than five to 20 years ago,” she noted. “There is an increased
workload and fewer with oversight responsibilities. Most are burdened with handling the day-to-day outbreaks.”
Vigilance remains important, though, as naturally occurring or accidental contamination will look the same as an
intentional act early on in any outbreak.  And our food system struggles to handle even “routine” food-related
outbreaks – the current Cyclospora outbreak in leafy greens, and the 2009 widespread peanut butter contamination
being clear examples.
“When outbreaks occur, the role of public heath is looking at how we can mitigate it and prevent it in the future,” she
said.
3) Samarya-Timm has been able to apply the suggestions included in her journal article at her home agency.
Resources for health agencies are also included in the article.
The county received a Food and Drug Administration grant to communicate best practices to retail food employees,
generally small “mom and pop” businesses staffed by blue collar workers and  young students. The agency
produced a series of roughly drawn comic strips illustrating food protection techniques and to whom to report any
concerns. The information was intentionally drawn not to resemble a bureaucratic, government document, but
something that would engage front-line workers.
“Trying to talk about some of these topics we have is a little heady,” Samarya-Timm notes. “I try to use terminology
that can be easily embraced at the local delicatessen. It’s the food concept of the overarching homeland security
concept of See Something, Say Something.”
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